
FITNESS CLASS SCHEDULE—Starting June 11 
  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

6:00AM 
  Yoga** 

Anya Kelly  
  Yoga** 

Anya Kelly  
  

6:45AM 
 Strong by Zumba*** 

Brittany Williams  
 Strong by Zumba*** 

Brittany Williams  
 

7:30AM 
Gentle Yoga* 
Teisha Preece  

  Intro to Tai Chi* 
Teisha Preece  

   

8:00am 
 ZUMBA® GOLD* 

Brittany Williams  
 ZUMBA® GOLD* 

Brittany Williams  
 

8:30AM 

Circuit Training**     
Lisa Bedrich          

 
Aqua Fit** 

Sue Pflughoft                            

Circuit Training** 
Lisa Bedrich                 
Aqua Fit**  

Sue Pflughoft                          

 
Aqua Fit** 

Sue Pflughoft                            

Circuit Training** 
Lisa Bedrich                               
Aqua Fit** 

Sue Pflughoft                      

10:00AM 
Fit-N-Fun* 

Teisha Preece  
Restorative Tai Chi* 

Teisha Preece  
Fit-N-Fun* 

Sue Pflughoft                          
Restorative Tai Chi* 

Teisha Preece  
 

Fit-N-Fun* 
Sue Pflughoft                         

11:00AM 
Splash* 

Cheryl Grossman  
  Splash* 

Sue Pflughoft                          
  Splash* 

Sue Pflughoft                         

12:10PM 
Aerobics w/Weights**  

Lisa Bedrich                                   
 Aerobics w/Weights**  

Lisa Bedrich                                    
  

Please note: Cancellations will be posted on our Facebook page, website, and in the lobby. 

AQUA FIT: A water class that provides cardio, strengthening, and toning in both shallow and deep water.  
AEROBICS W/ WEIGHTS: This jam-packed class covers all of your fitness bases, including aerobic activity, total body 
weight training, abdominal strengthening, and stretching.  Features floor aerobics, STEP, cycling, and kickboxing.   
CIRCUIT TRAINING: This circuit class uses exercise stations including fitness balls, stretch-bands, light weights,  
calisthenics, and cardio.  
GENTLE YOGA: This class is a blend of restorative yoga and gentle vinyasa, or flow.  The emphasis is on  
relaxation and combating the effects of stress.  
FIT-N-FUN: This is a great exercise class for people of all ages! It covers warm up, stretching, range of motion  
exercises, strengthening, a 15 minute cardio segment, cool down and relaxation. It is a full body workout emphasizing 
range of motion and mobility.  
INTRO TO TAI CHI: This class is focused on introducing the basic principles and movements of tai chi.  It involves 
gentle qigong warm-ups and beginner-friendly instruction, where participants will learn basic tai chi forms.  The consistent 
practice of tai chi is known to help increase strength, mindfulness, balance, and flexibility. Come prepared to relax, slow 
down, and breathe…while having fun!   
RESTORATIVE TAI CHI: this class blends the benefits of simple Tai Chi and qigong with restorative yoga, creating 
a wonderfully rejuvenating and relaxing workout that is great for the mind and gentle on the body.  
SPLASH: A low intensity water class that incorporates endurance and range of motion/balance exercises. 
STRONG BY ZUMBA®: HITTZ (High Intensity Tempo Training Zumba style) The class combines the amazing  
results of a HITT class with the Zumba music you love! Body weight strength training, high intensity cardio, plyometric 
moves, core and functional training all perfectly synced to a beat. Guaranteed to challenge your entire body, each and 
every workout!  
YOGA: Classes are vinyasa-style, which translates as coordinating movement with the breath. Sequences are unique, 
and incorporate awareness of the body as well as the breath. Poses are broken down so that the best alignment and  
potential of your body can be achieved.  
ZUMBA® GOLD:  Zumba Gold is perfect for the active older adult or anyone just getting back into working out 
who is looking for a modified Zumba® class that recreates the original moves you love at a lower-intensity. Class focuses 
on balance, range of motion, and coordination while moving to the music you love!   

LOW INTENSITY CLASS— classes are low impact and designed for the beginner or more mature exerciser.   

Great for injury recovery or those focused on maintaining flexibility, balance and mobility. 

MODERATE INTENSITY CLASS— these classes are moderate intensity and can be modified up or down to meet the 
exercise needs of participants from all fitness levels. 
HIGH INTENSITY CLASS— these classes are high intensity and designed for the more advanced exerciser.  Modifica-
tions can be given but plan on a very intense workout. 


